Russian military servicemen in the terrorist attack against Boeing 777 MH17 flight - Evidence

1. The Last Haul of the Russian Soldier to MH17

2. “Joker” reveals the Volvo truck that carried the BUK missile system for MH17

3. Russian Air Defense Officer Got a St. George’s Cross IV Degree: Was It for MH17 or Ukrainian Su-25 and An-26?

4. Russian propagandists hacked. Part 2: Reuters reporter discussing MH17 reports

5. Legacy of Ancestors: Mother Is a Former KGB Staff, Son Is the Commander of the 53rd Brigade Which Downed MH17

6. The commander of the 53rd brigade, whose Buk missile launcher brought down flight MH17, signs children’s certificates of merit (PHOTO)

7. JIT published recordings of intercepted conversations and made a reference to SurkovLeaks

8. MH17: drivers in the Russian military convoys without blur and secrets (VIDEO)

9. In the focus: Russian major general, suspect in MH17 case

10. The jacket terrorist: another witness in flight MH17 case

11. Militant who filmed truck which carried Buk that shot down MH17 is begging for a ticket to Russia

12. Cheerful house of Gloomy terrorist. Living conditions of the Russian officer suspect in the downing of MH17 (PHOTO)